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ABSTRACT
Today, digital post production workflows incorporating Computer Graphics (CG) effects into live action
captured footage have for the most part taken a 2D perspective. Consequently, proper integration has
required a complicated and laborious process involving a range of compositing techniques including:
green screens, rotoscoping, masking, matting, keying, match moving / camera tracking, vignettes, etc.
Furthermore, emerging 360 degree videos on YouTube and other websites have been enabled by a
number of new 360 degree cameras entering the market, including the Jaunt NEO, the Nokia OZO and
the 360 Designs EYE. These cameras “stitch” together the individual video streams resulting in a 3D VR
panorama. A key limitation of these 360 degree cameras is the single fixed position for their 360 degree
views. Practically, this means that the viewer may rotate their head, but cannot translate their position.
Alternatively, a volumetric light field and cameras which directly support them such as the Lytro Immerge,
capture the incoming direction of light entering the camera in addition to the light’s color and intensity.
Light fields allow one to view a scene from a variety of different view points and directions. As an added
benefit, computed depth information can be utilized in a separate compositing process to allow the
proper integration of captured live action video with CG effects. Subsequently, live action light field
footage can be used to enable a number of techniques including: interactive relighting, scene reconstruction, performance capture, and multi-view output. Unfortunately, a major impediment during
capture and editing of both 360 degree and light field footage is the dramatically increased storage
requirements.
Aclectic is currently focused on next generation data centers with the goal of dramatically reducing the
time to solution of core production technologies such as physically-based visual effects and rendering for
“block-buster” films. We believe light fields and solutions utilizing light field processing will be a key
enabling technology for future productions. Aclectic is developing a complete pipeline solution for these
emerging 3D production experiences using a custom plug-in to Side Effects Software’s Houdini visual
effects system. Our Houdini plug-in drives a physically-based simulation engine (ColossusTM) and a
physically-based volume rendering engine (EnthalpyTM) which run on our custom server appliance
(PolymathTM). We are also building a custom viewer and an OpenVDB (a volumetric storage format
from Dreamworks) implementation based on persistent memory.
This panel presentation will start by exploring the need for innovations in the post production workflow.
Various approaches to live action content capture and display for emerging productions illustrating how
light fields will serve as a key enabler will be discussed. Existing content creation pipelines and tools for
high quality CG and physically based visual effects will also be presented with an emphasis on how we
expect them to evolve to support future productions. Next we will demonstrate our current production
pipeline and illustrate how we leveraged persistent memory and in particular the pmem.io libraries in our
various software prototypes. We will conclude with our views on the convergence of live action, CG
visual effects, computer games, and VR, outlining the implications on storage and bandwidth.
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